
star trek
episode 4:  ancient claim

 "What was once history becomes the future.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
2267.186.75:  Captain’s Log

 Solace has been ordered to investigate the Federation’s colony on 
Cestus III.  Last communication with them detailed an attack by unknown assail-
ants.  We will rendezvous with Dayan, a Larson-class Destroyer, and proceed in 
system.  Who are the attackers?  What purpose did this attack serve?  The Federa-
tion is loathe to commit to another war, so we have been ordered to defend the 
colony, but diligently work to open dialogue to ascertain cause and motivation.
[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspects:  None]
 The rendezvous with Dayan occurs one light year from Cestus III, so the 
two vessels will warp for one day to the colony.  This should give everyone a bit of 
time to get to know Captain Garav Enkav (an Andorian) and his crew.  Arrival at 
the Cestus system reveals an unknown vessel in orbit around the third planet in 
the system; the same planet from which the distress call originated from the 
Federation colony located there.
 The alien vessel defends the space surrounding Cestus III for a short 
period of time.  Sensor readings of the vessel (Reasoning + Sensors; Diff 6) 
reveals it is of an unknown classification and culture, and while the exact compo-
sition of the hull is unknown, it seems similar enough to duranium.  Additionally, 
scores of power signatures, strongly resembling disruptor banks, dot the struc-
ture; it is incredibly well-armed.  It has a warp core, with a power signature similar 
to Solace.  Finally, there are 417 biosigns aboard, humanoid, but definitely not 
human, with a hot and humid (38°C, 87% humidity), but breathable atmosphere.
 Despite attempts from both Solace and Dayan, the aliens initially refuse 
communications.  Both captains go on Yellow Alert, which turns out to have been 
a wise move, as the alien vessel attacks shortly thereafter.  One or two exchanges 
of fire settles it for the time being.  Outnumbered, however, two-to-one, the alien 
vessel soon retreats, giving the opportunity to investigate the silent colony.
 Cestus III is an arid world, rarely exceeding 30°C.  There is a single, large 
ocean that, due to lack of tidal influences, is essentially a single, gigantic, 
stagnant pond.  One large land mass fills the southern hemisphere, along which 
runs a large mountain chain.  The northern hemisphere is made up of several 
island chains.  Shackleford Observatory and Travers are both located on the 
southern land mass.
 Travers colony was established in 2259, after Cestus III was discovered 
by USS Coronado, a Ranger-class Explorer.  The colony held 3,212 Federation 
colonists, who were conducting hybridization experiments with the local flora, as 
well as mining for useful ore.  According to reports, these experiments and opera-
tions were making remarkable progress.
 Both captains order away teams transported to the surface.
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Chapter Two:  Massacre of Cestus

[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspects:  DEMOLISHED COLONY, and UNKNOWN 
ASSAILANT]
 Travers colony has been razed, that much is immediately apparent with 
a simple glance upon transporting down.  The area is in ruins, craters pockmark 
the land, and fires still rage.  Tricorder scans (tricorder-boosted Reasoning; Diff 
6) show heavy disruptor burns on any structural remains, in addition to 107 
lifesigns scattered amongst the devastated colony.  
 As the teams begin searching for the survivors (tricorder-boosted 
Reasoning; Diff 8), the colony is again attacked as explosive shells are lobbed in 
from over a distant hill.  This places the ARTILLERY FIRE! Aspect on the scene.  
Anyone compelling the Aspect against their character suffers from a proximity 
strike (0 accuracy and defense; WR +6).
 At about the same time, a sensors detect the alien ship returning.  If 
spotted, it is about 400,000 km away, giving both Starfleet ships about thirty 
seconds of warning, enough time to raise shields and power weapons.  Pike 
reminds Enkav that they are to do everything within their power to steer the 
conflict towards communication, and urges restraint.  The alien ship engages 
both Dayan and Solace.  With their shields up and fully engaged, the Federation 
will be unable to neither recall nor assist their away teams.
 While the starships battle it out above Cestus III, the away teams must 
accomplish several tasks simultaneously:  1)  the survivors must be gathered; 2) 
the artillery bombardments halted or hampered; and 3) shelter located to limit 
further attacks.
 Searching the area for survivors requires some searching and sifting 
through debris (tricorder-boosted Perception; modified by Strength (lower than, 
-1; higher than, +1); Diff 6).  Ten successes (Spin counts as an additional success) 
are required to find all 107 survivors.  Furthermore, one success also locates the 
partial ruin of a vehicle shed, within which are three, large-wheeled, tractor cargo 
haulers.  These three vehicles, with their massive engines, and large flat-beds, 
could easily haul the away teams and all of the survivors where ever they might 
need to go.
 Finding suitable shelter requires some knowledge of the land, so the 
survivors of Travers colony will likely be of help (tricorder-boosted Reasoning; +2 
if the survivors are asked; Diff 8).  Success finds a cave network that is lined with 
torpaline (a mineral used in the manufacture of life support systems that, in 
large, raw quantities, interferes with sensor readings) that should help mask the 
large number of biosigns the group presents.  The caves are within 1.5 km of the 
colony and is accessible via the haulers.
 Contending with the artillery attacks requires a more direct approach.  
Sending a small, commando-style squad to assault the emplacement requires 
about thirty minutes of work, since the artillery is beyond the hilly rise that serves 
as Travers’ horizon.  The emplacement consists of a small photon mortar battery 
of three mortars and nine large, reptilian alien operators and soldiers.  These are 
Gorn footsoldiers, and must be taken out if the barrages are to be stopped.  Once 
handled, the strike team can rendezvous with the others at the caves.
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Chapter Three:  Deeper Reasoning

[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  CAVES & CAVERNS, and GORN AT THE DOOR]
 Inside the torpaline cave, the survivors and away teams find a deep, dark 
hiding spot.  The caves are massive, large enough to drive the three haulers into.  
The walls are made up of a plain brownish rock with striations of reddish torpal-
ine.  The floor is dirt and rock and shows little sign of recent use.  The back of the 
cave cannot be seen and, due to the torpaline interfering with tricorder scans, will 
have to be scouted the old fashioned way.
 The cave extends 218 m, ever-narrowing to a tight, wending tunnel that 
doubles back on itself, in a sort of natural, askewed spiral pattern that winds up 
approximately 35 m deeper than the surface cave.  Due to the mineral deposits, 
accurate sensor readings are impossible, but enough adequate and approximate 
ones can be taken to piece the information together.
 Eventually, the winding tunnel opens up to a large cavern, naturally lit 
with motion-activated crystal structures colored orange and green that glow at 
about the intensity of a dozen candles.  Tricorder readings (tricorder-boosted 
Reasoning; Diff. 4) indicate that the crystals are acheiving 500 lux by generating 
approximately 20,000 lumens over the given area.  A Spin result also reveals that 
the crystals are not natural growths; they were placed here over 400 years ago.  
That same Spin result also reveals their motion-activation and that they, some-
how, siphon energy via temporal oscillation.
 The crystals light up a grand cavern, easily 1,000 to 1,200 m long and 
wide, with a ceiling 20 m high, whose walls look like organic, melted wax, colored 
a vibrant orange and red, and (according to another tricorder reading) have been 
worked with intense energy discharges, akin to a plasma torch, dating back 
approximately 400 years.  In several spots, the roof has broken free, marring the 
grandeur of the cavern with a crack and hole and spilling jagged rock on the 
ground below.  Throughout the cavern, hundreds of stark, white quartz-like, five-
sided, ionic quasicrystals spear up from the ground like stalagmites, standing 3 
to 3.2 m tall.  Within each one can be seen a shrouded figure, a silhouette as if 
viewed through heavily frosted glass.  The crystal stalagmite tombs rebound 
sensor readings, so identifying the contents via tricorder is impossible.  One of 
the broken roof portions, however, has resulted in a several smashed crystal 
stalagmites.  Falling rock, in several places, cascaded down and pummeled the 
crystal tombs open.  Spilling free of them, in each one, is a single humanoid, 
reptilian corpse.  Upon exposure to the air, the bodies have decomposed, leaving 
only their alien skeleton behind.
 Tricorder readings can confirm what the away teams’ eyes are seeing:  
this is a burial chamber, of sorts, for the Gorn, and that the mining performed by 
the colonists has caused partial collapses of the ceiling structure, which has 
resulted in an inadvertant violation of these burial grounds.
 The same time this discovery is made, the away teams find themselves 
attacked by territorial Gorn who have found them and are battling with security at 
the mouth of the cave!  It is a quick run along the uneven ground (Agility; Diff. 3; 
success takes 2 minutes, Spin reduces that to 1 minute; failure results in physical 
Stress due to sprained ankle, exhaustion, etc.) to help battle the dozens of Gorn.
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Chapter Four:  Making Amends

[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspects:  GORN AT THE DOOR]
 While defending the survivors is essential, the away teams have an 
important task to accomplish:  they must establish communications with Captain 
Pike to make him aware of their discovery.  To do so, they will have to exit the 
caves, take out the Gorn’s portable jamming equipment, and then call.
 Exiting the caves is made difficult only due to the amount of disruptor 
firepower hammering the entrance.  Simply running out requires a lot of luck 
(Agility; Diff. 10; on a failure, difference is doubled for Stress determination), so 
the setup of an acrobatic or stealthy Maneuver or two would be wise.  A ruse, or 
other form of distraction, can place helpful Maneuvers or Declarations, as well.
 Once free of the cave, a tricorder reading (tricorder-boosted Reasoning; 
Diff. 5) pinpoints the communications jamming equipment, which is a large, 
backpack like device worn by one of the Gorn.  Hitting the device only requires 
Spin on an attack roll, and any quality consequence will short it out long enough 
to establish communications with Solace.  Of course, such actions, even done at 
a distance with a phaser, will result in retaliatory disruptor fire.
 Contacting Solace is easy once the jamming equipment is taken out.  
The away team can then relate their findings to Captain Pike, who immediately 
attempts to open communications with the alien vessel.  Because the alien ship 
is losing (it is a slow loss, but it is losing) they reciprocate and dialogue is begun.  
As the leaders speak, the fighting continues planetside for a few more moments, 
and then the away team is contact by both Captains Pike and Enkav, “Cease fire!  
Cease fire!”  Likewise, as Federation phaser fire dwindles so does Gorn disruptor 
fire, until there is an uneasy silence settling over the battlefield.  Shortly thereafter, 
both captains contact their respective away teams and tell them to prep survivors 
for transportation to Solace and will then, themselves, be recalled.
 Back aboard Solace, after several hours of recovery, the ship’s counselor, 
Captains Pike and Enkav, both ship tactical officers, as well as several science, 
medical, and security officers will be called to Solace’s mess hall for a formal 
“First Contact” between the Gorn and Starfleet.  The meeting will be tense, as 
Gorn are inherently hostile and distrustful of all things lacking scales, but produc-
tive, particularly with the assistance of the counselors, scientists, and medical 
officers.  As the Gorn captain, Gekkota, explains, this is not the first time Gorn 
have warred with scaleless entities; the brown-skinned, bony-browed warriors 
(Knowledge; Diff. 3; success reveals he means Klingons) have caused them great 
troubles in the past, as their borders hedge one another.  The Gorn perspective 
was simple:  when they came to check on Agamidae (their name for Cestus III) 
and its sacred burial grounds, they found scaleless inhabiting the surface.  When 
scans and sensors showed their sacred grounds being violated, they immediately 
assumed another scaleless invasion attempt and retaliated accordingly.  Gekkota 
expresses regret over the obliteration of Travers colony and the loss of Federation 
life.  In recompense, Gekkota has been given the authority by the Gorn Hedge-
mony to permit Federation joint settling of Agamidae/Cestus III.  The Federation 
is very pleased with the results and agrees to the negotiation.
[Reward:  1 Accolade “Ancient Claim”]
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Star Trek

cestus iii

Planetary Classification:  M Satelites:  None
Gravity:  1.1 G   Climate:  Standard Atmosphere
Population:  Federation Colony Resources:  Foodstuffs and Mineral
 Cestus III, the third planet of the Cestus system, is a Federation colony 
located on the frontier of Federation space.  Cestus III is an arid world, rarely 
exceeding 30°C.  There is a single, large ocean that, due to lack of tidal influences, 
is essentially a single, gigantic, stagnant pond.  One large land mass fills the 
southern hemisphere, along which runs a large mountain chain.  The northern 
hemisphere is made up of several island chains.  Shackleford Observatory and 
Travers are both located on the southern land mass.
 Travers colony was 
established in 2259, after Cestus 
III was discovered by USS 
Coronado, a Ranger-class 
Explorer.  The colony holds 3,212 
Federation colonists, who are 
conducting hybridization experi-
ments with the local flora, as well 
as mining for useful ore.  Accord-
ing to reports, these experiments 
and operations are making 
remarkable progress. Travers colony



STARFLEET ANDORIAN CAPTAIN  MILITARY-MINDED ELITE GUARD

WANTS TO JOIN “BLUE FLEET” TOUGH COMMAND BORDER PATROL

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
SOLDIER    ANTENNAE

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  3 Willpower:  2
    LARSON CAPTAIN 

Deception:  2 Empathy:  2 Persuasion:  2 Resources:  2
  EXPECTS THE ORDERS GIVEN HONORED ANCESTORS

  BEST

    
Alertness (+2 to detect and avoid ambushes)
Environmentally Resistant (+2 Endurance rolls to withstand envi- 
 ronmental conditions)
Inspirational Leadership (spend FP & gain 2 command-related FP)
Iron Will (+2 composure Stress boxes)
Starfleet Martial Artist (Hard & Soft Style; Unarmed WR +1 and +1  
 Agility to dodge close combat attacks)
Weapon Expertise - phasers
Weapon Specialist - ushaan-tor

Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type II Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR  
 +4; Rng: 2 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL, and  
 VAPORIZATION), Ushaan-tor (knife; WR +1; SMALL (P))
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garav enkav
 Captain Garav Enkav commands the 
Larson-class Destroyer, Mark V, USS Dayan as 
one would expect:  a true military starship.  He 
demands military-style obedience from his crew, 
running regular simulations and operations both 
aboard ship and planetside, whenever the oppor-
tunity presents itself.  Typical of Andorians, 
Captain Enkav is pationate, stubborn, and aggres-
sive, eager to prove himself, his ship, and his 
crew in combat.



STARFLEET MARINE  ASSIGNED TO DAYAN

MILITARY CREW   MARTIALLY-MINDED

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
COMBAT TRAINED

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  2 Willpower:  2
    WEAPON READY FOR ACTION

    SYSTEMS

Deception:  2 Empathy:  2 Persuasion:  2 Resources:  2
 
Starfleet Martial Arts (Hard & Soft Style; Unarmed WR +1, +1  
 Agility to dodge close combat attacks)
Weapon Expertise - Phasers

Combat Armor, Communicator, Type III Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR  
 +6; Rng: 4 zones; DETONATION, DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN,  
 THERMAL, and VAPORIZATION)
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crew of the dayan
 The crew of the Larson-class Destroyer,  
USS Dayan, are militaristic.  Hand-picked by 
Captain Garav Enkav, these proud soldiers repre-
sent the martial arm of Starfleet.  They are 
equipped with powerful Type III phaser rifles and 
routinely carry grenades and melee weapons.  
They herald from the “shoot first, ask later” 
mentality, which puts them at odds with modern 
Federation mindsets.  This does not, however, 
stiffle their methods, but rather serves to keep 
them on the borders where their modus operandi 
is a boon.



GORN SOLDIER  COLD-BLOODED    

Agility:  2 Endurance:  3 Perception:  2 Strength:  4
PONDEROUS DURABLE POOR VISION POWERFUL

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  2 Willpower:  2
      DELIBERATE

Deception:  1 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  2 Resources:  2
  XENOPHOBIC

Natural Armor (-1 suffered damage)
Strong (+2 Strength rolls involving applications of might)
Tough (+2 physical Stress boxes)

Knife (Lethal; WR +1; Rng:  Melee or thrown 1 zone; SMALL (P))
Disruptor Pistol (Stun/Lethal; WR +4; Rng: 2 zones; DISINTEGRATION,  
 THERMAL)
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gorn
Homeworld:  Gdhar II (Arid Class-M planet in 
Gdhar system)
Language:  Gorn
Culture and History:  Gorn are a aggressive, 
but deliberate, reptilian species.  The Gorn 
Hedgemony is situated near Klingon space; the 
fact that the two species are naturally aggressive 
has led to numerous conflicts.  Not every Gorn is 
a soldier, although military service is a require-
ment of every citizen of the Hegemony.

 Gorn are warp-capable, but incredibly 
xenophobic and territorial.  Gorn society is made up 
of numerous factions, although these are not seen 
as divisive by Gorn, themselves.
 Gorn are single-minded and stubborn.  
Coupled with their inherent aggressiveness, their 
reputation as violent warriors is easily understood.
Physiology:  Gorn are massive, by Human 

Racial Aspect:  Gorn
Specialty Aspect:  Powerful 
(Strength)
Advantages:  Natural Armor 
(-1 suffered damage), Strong 
(+2 Strength rolls involving 
applications of might), Tough 
(+2 physical Stress boxes)
Advantage Point Cost:  7

standards.  Gorn stand roughly 2 m tall and are incredibly strong.  Their flesh is 
scaled and runs in hues of green or yellow.  Gorn have an elongated snout, sharp 
teeth, and yellow, slitted eyes.  Gorn eyesight is poor.  
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Star Trek

Gorn Bright Scale-Class Cruiser

Date Commissioned:  2197 
 
 Gorn starships are comparable 
to the best Starfleet has to offer.  They 
are equipped with powerful engines, 
durable armor, resilient shields, and 
numerous disruptor arrays.  They are 
massive, poorly maneuverable, and 
suffer from numerous sensor blind-
spots, however.
 Crewed by hundreds, these 
tremendous ships could pose signifi-
cant threat to the Federation.  A single 
Gorn battle cruiser is a match for two 
Federation starships.  Fortunately, the 
Gorn Hegemony keeps to their 
territory.

Bright Scale-class bridge
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Gorn Bright Scale-Class Cruiser

Starship Data
Decks:  26

Length:  563.1m Height:  144m Beam:  288.1m

Crew:  415 Passengers:  185

Drives:   GHIP-3 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 5 cruising/6 maximum/7 emergency)
 GHIU Impulse Drive (.75c maximum)
Defenses:  Class-2 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 10x Disruptor Arrays (2x aft; 4x port; 4x starboard)
  2x FST Mark 12 Photon Torpedo Launchers (1x aft; 1x fore)
  Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 1 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Transporter Pads
  

Mechanical Data
Size:  5     Fate Points:  4  

Aspects: GORN BATTLE CRUISER MASSIVE SIGNATURE BRISTLING WITH DISRUPTORS

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  1  Structure:  5 Sensors:  1
     ARMORED BRUTE BLIND SPOTS

Speed:  3  Systems:  2  Weapons:  3
PONDEROUS    

Advantages:  Armored (+2 vs. Physical), Deflector Shields II (-5 DR), Disruptor Array Batteries (WR 
+6; +2 accuracy; +2 accuracy & WR or FP for attack against all in zone), Escape Pods, Medical Bay I, 
Torpedo Launcher (WR +5; FP after 1st use), Tractor Beam (Strength 7), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnnnnnn

Struct.:   nnnnnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnnn 


